THE NLEDPane OPEN SPACE WORKSHOP –
TUESDAY 3rd JULY 2018

KEY COMPONENTS

Clarity about:
- Role of participants
- Ability to influence
- Central questions
- Outputs and timeline
- Scope of conversation
- Principles for working together

ROLE OF PARTICIPANTS

- Draw on knowledge and expertise
- Provide advice and challenge on structure and content with aim of improving
- To represent organisation, wider civil society and public benefit
- Working collaboratively with officials
- Seek common ground without aiming for false consensus

ABILITY TO INFLUENCE

- Role is advisory
- Role is not to decide
- Working with officials can shape discussion, questions asked, points considered
- Final outputs decided by Home Office

CENTRAL QUESTIONS

- Data Protection Impact Assessment
- What is currently missing?
- How can it be improved?
- What must it cover next time?
- Code of Practice
- What should the Code of Practice cover?
- How to ensure it is a strong as possible?
- What next?

OUTPUTS AND TIMELINE

- DPIA – May 2019
- Code of Practice – May 2019

SCOPE OF CONVERSATION

- Two principles to shape what is in and out of scope
- The data/capability is not accessible through LEDS
- The policy is not within the gift of NLEDPane to change